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OBJECTIVE

AWS security controls were reviewed

for a HEALTHTECH FIRM to ensure

customer data was protected and

secured



SECURITY ASSESSMENT OF
A HEALTHTECH PLATFORM

Our client was facing challenge to
understand and implement technical
security controls as required by HIPAA.
Our team carried out a thorough
security assesement and identified the
following gaps and further helped to
remediate them by implementing
reasonable controls 

Weak
Authentication 
 Controls

Weak Encryption
protocols may
lead to data
leakage

Web Application
Firewall (WAF) not
enabled

Encryption not
enabled for data
at rest

Limited Network
Monitoring controls
allowing insecure
ports and protocols

Limited monitoring controls
in place that may lead to
untraced activities 

Authorization controls
not appropriately
implemented 

All traffic is slowed
(ingress)

Multi factor
authentication was
not enabled

GAPS IDENTIFIED
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Ensure that strong
authentication controls
are implemented 4

5
Authorization controls
should be implemented
based on need and job
roles

Appropriate encryption is
implemented to secure
ePHI in transit & at rest

Advise to implement network
security controls to ensure
only required services and
ports are allowed

Ensure WAF and firewall
rules are configured
appropriately to manage
egress/ingress traffic

RECOMMENDATIONS



CYBERSCHOOLS

Our thorough Security Risk Assessment and controls
implementation guidance assisted our customer in obtaining

the HIPAA certification and ensure heightened security
measures to secure PHI and ePHI

WHO WE ARE

At Cyberschools, we focus on only one thing, "Cybersecurity”

 
Cyberschools is a research oriented security consulting organization with the primary goal of
bringing affordable executive leadership and security engineering expertise to small and
medium businesses. Our unique Risk Based Security approach using leading industry
frameworks focuses on identifying critical threats to the business and suggest
recommendations to ensure compliance with regulatory and customer needs.

Reach out for your security needs at :

sales@cybrschools.com

www.cybrschools.com

732.734.8552

THE
OUTCOME


